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Criteria | Corporates | General:

Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments
(Editor's Note: We originally published this criteria article on Nov. 19, 2013. We republished this article on Oct. 31, 2014, to 
clarify a term in paragraph 104. We republished this article following our periodic review completed on Oct. 16, 2014. We 
republished this article to add a section on frequently asked questions. We republished this article on April 10, 2014, to correct 
the first bullet point in paragraph 174 regarding the lease disclosure requirements under International Financial Reporting 
Standards, and the second bullet point in the same paragraph to add that CFO, as well as FFO, are increased by adding back 
the depreciation expense. These corrections have no impact on our ratings.)

1. Standard & Poor's Ratings Services is updating its criteria for making analytical adjustments to companies' financial 
data, following its "Request for Comment: Corporate Criteria: Ratios And Adjustments," published on June 26, 2013, 
on RatingsDirect. This criteria update relates to our global corporate criteria "Corporate Methodology," published on 
Nov. 19, 2013, and to the criteria article "Principles Of Credit Ratings," published on Feb. 16, 2011.

2. This criteria article supersedes "2008 Corporate Criteria: Ratios And Adjustments," published on April 15, 2008, and 
other articles, as listed in the Appendix.

I. SCOPE OF THE CRITERIA

3. These criteria apply to nonfmancial corporate entities we rate globally. It excludes project finance entities and 
corporate securitizations because of their unique characteristics.

II. SUMMARY OF THE CRITERIA

4. The analytical adjustments that Standard & Poor's makes to the reported financial results of companies worldwide 
allow for globally consistent and comparable financial data.

5. These adjustments also enable better alignment of a company's reported figures with our view of underlying economic 
conditions. Moreover, they allow a more accurate portrayal of a company's ongoing business, for example, following 
acquisitions or disposals, through pro forma adjustments.

6. There are general analytical adjustments that apply across multiple industries, but some are industry specific. The 
general adjustments are described in this criteria article, whereas the details of industry-specific adjustments are in the 
relevant criteria articles, labeled "Key Credit Factors."

III. IMPACT ON OUTSTANDING RATINGS

7. The impact of the new corporate criteria on ratings is described in the criteria article "Corporate Methodology," 
published on Nov. 19, 2013.
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IV. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TRANSITION

8. These criteria are effective immediately.

V METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Reasons For Analytical Adjustments

9. A company's financial statements are the starting point of our financial analysis. Our analysis of a company's financial 
statements begins with a review of the accounting features to determine whether the data in the statements accurately 
measure a company's performance and position relative to that of its peers and the larger universe of corporate 
entities.

10. Understanding accounting frameworks such as International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), US. generally 
accepted accounting principles (US. GAAP), and other local or statutory GAAP, is therefore crucial to our corporate 
rating methodology. It is equally important to understand the differences between the accounting standards and how 
those differences can affect the reporting of economically equivalent transactions.

11. Accounting rules often provide options for the treatment of certain items, making the comparison of data difficult, even 
among companies using the same accounting frameworks. Moreover, business transactions have become increasingly 
complex, and so have the related accounting rules and concepts, which often involve greater reliance on subjective 
estimates and judgments.

12. In addition, several fundamental shortcomings of reporting requirements could reduce the quality and quantity of 
information in financial statements. One example relates to recognition and measurement: What circumstances 
determine whether an item such as a special-purpose entity or a synthetic lease should be reflected on or off a 
company's balance sheet, and at what value? Another example concerns transparency: What should a company 
disclose about the nature of off-balance-sheet commitments, compensation arrangements, or related-party 
transactions?

13. To allow for globally consistent and comparable financial analyses, our rating analysis includes quantitative 
adjustments to companies' reported results. These adjustments also enable better alignment of a company's reported 
figures with our view of underlying economic conditions. Moreover, they allow a more accurate portrayal of a 
company's ongoing business, for example following acquisitions or disposals, through pro forma adjustments.

14. Although our adjustments revise certain amounts that companies report under applicable accounting principles, this 
does not imply that we challenge the company's application of those principles, the adequacy of its audit or financial 
reporting process, or the appropriateness of the accounting judgments made to fairly depict the company's financial 
position and results for other purposes.

15. Rather, the methodology seeks to address a fundamental difference between accounting and analysis. An accountant
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puts figures together in the form of financial statements. An analyst, by definition, picks the numbers apart and 
considers the implications of their components as well as the reported totals. It is rarely possible to completely recast a 
company's financial statements (so we do not attempt to apply double-entry accounting), but adjustments improve the 
relevance and consistency of the financial ratios we use in our analysis.

B. How And When Adjustments Apply

16. Certain adjustments pertain broadly to all industries because they apply to many types of companies at all times.
These include adjustments for operating leases and postretirement employee benefits. Other adjustments may pertain 
only to a certain industry. Industry-specific adjustments are in the relevant criteria articles labeled Key Credit Factors.

17. In rare circumstances, consistent with the principles underpinning our explicit adjustments, we may make nonstandard 
analytical adjustments to depict a transaction differently from the reported financial statements or simply to increase 
the comparability of financial data across industries. For example, we may treat certain cash-raising transactions as 
akin to borrowing if they do not follow the standard trade terms of an industry and are in lieu of conventional debt 
issuance.

18. Our use of analytical adjustments depends on whether events and items a company reports could have a material 
impact on our view of the company's creditworthiness. Therefore, we may not make certain adjustments if the related 
amounts are too small to be material to our analysis.

19. Additionally, the transparency or extent of a company's disclosure in its financial statements may preclude 
adjustments to reported figures. For example, in many industries there is insufficient disclosure to allow full 
adjustments to income for inventory figures that reflect the "last in first out" valuation method.

C. Adjusted Debt Principle

20. Many of the analytical adjustments we make result from our view of certain implicit financing arrangements as being 
debt-like. Our depiction of these transactions as debt, which is often contrary to how a company reports them, affects 
not only the quantification of debt but also the measures of earnings and cash flows we use in our analysis. Therefore, 
it is instructive to understand the principles underpinning our adjustments to debt.

21. In general, items that we add to reported debt include:

• Incurred liabilities that provide no future offsetting operating benefit (such as unfunded postretirement employee 
benefits and self-insurance reserves);

• On- and off-balance-sheet commitments for the purchase or use of long-life assets (such as lease obligations) or 
businesses (such as deferred purchase consideration) where the benefits of ownership are accruing to the company; 
and

• Amounts relating to certain instances when a company accelerates the monetization of assets in lieu of borrowing 
(such as through securitization or factoring of accounts receivable).

22. Many of the items that increase debt under the adjustments are probable future calls on cash, but not all future calls on
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cash are forms of debt. We do not consider a company's future commitments to purchase goods or services it has not 
received as akin to debt. This is because these are executory contracts, which means a counterparty must still perform 
an action and the benefits of ownership have yet to accrue to the company.

23. Not all incurred liabilities are added to reported debt. The adjusted debt figure excludes short-term obligations, such as 
accounts payable and other accrued liabilities, because we regard them as trade credit rather than the incurrence of 
long-term debt. However, to the extent that a company defers payment beyond the term customary for its supply 
chain, we may add that amount to debt.

24. Additionally, we may exclude certain obligations a company reports as debt. This is, for example, because we perceive 
those obligations as equity rather than debt.

25. Companies' recognition and measurement of the numerous financing mechanisms vary. Some are reported at 
amortized cost (for example, issued debt), others at fair value (such as for contingent consideration), and others 
somewhere in between (as for pension obligations). Companies may also exclude certain financing from the balance 
sheet (such as operating leases). Ideally, we add to reported debt the amounts that approximate the amortized cost of 
commitments we consider to represent a debt, although from a practical standpoint this is not always possible.

26. Lastly, we may reduce the adjusted debt figure by netting surplus cash (see paragraphs 231-238).

D. Financial Ratios

27. The components of our ratios are derived from figures in companies' financial statements, subject to adjustments 
(subsequently referred to as "all applicable adjustments") defined in this criteria article and in the applicable Key Credit 
Factors articles. The definitions of the components are in the glossary (see paragraphs 248-263).

E. Analytical Adjustments

28. To calculate our financial ratios, we may make analytical adjustments related to the following:

• 1. Adjusted debt and interest

a) Accrued interest and dividends

b) Debt issuance costs

c) Debt at fair value

d) Fair-value hedging

e) Convertible debt

f) Foreign currency hedges of debt principal

g) Initial measurement of debt
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• 2. Asset-retirement obligations
• 3. Capitalized development costs
• 4. Capitalized interest
• 5. Financial and performance guarantees
• 6. Hybrid capital instruments
• 7. Inventory accounting methods
• 8. Litigation
• 9. Multi-employer pension plans
• 10. Nonoperating activities and nonrecurring items
• 11. Leases
• 12. Postretirement employee benefits and deferred compensation
• 13. Scope of consolidation
• 14. Securitization and factoring
• 15. Seller-provided financing
• 16. Share-based compensation expenses
• 17. Surplus cash
• 18. Workers' compensation and self-insurance

1. Adjusted debt and interest
29. In reflecting reported debt in our metrics, our objective is to use an amortized cost method, consistent with the 

amortized cost method under accounting standards like IFRS and US. GAAP. This method reflects debt as the amount 
of the original proceeds, plus interest calculated using the effective interest rate, minus payments of principal and 

interest. The effective interest rate is equivalent to the yield to maturity of a bond and takes into account the 

compounding of interest. This rate is consistent over the term of a fixed-rate debt instrument. For variable-rate debt, 
the effective interest rate after issuance will vary each time the coupon rate is reset. Under the amortized cost method, 
interest expense is measured at the full cost of the borrowing.

30. However, companies do not always report debt in this manner. Several factors can distort the measurement of debt, 
such as the exclusion of accrued and unpaid interest, the inclusion of debt-issuance costs, reporting debt at fair value, 

applying fair-value hedge accounting, and the method of accounting for convertible instruments. The use of different 
measures for debt may also result in interest expense amounts that differ from those under the amortized cost method. 
We make adjustments to the measurement of reported debt and interest in certain circumstances as described in 
paragraphs 31 to 70.

a) Accrued interest and dividends
31. We reclassify as debt any accrued interest that is not already included in reported debt. This adjustment enables a 

more consistent comparison among companies' financial obligations, by eliminating the disparity arising from 

differences in the frequency of interest payments (for example, quarterly rather than annually) or in payment due dates 
(for example, Jan. 1 or Dec. 31).

32. Additionally, we treat accrued interest or dividends on hybrid securities as debt, Deferred cumulative interest-whether 

the deferral was optional or mandatory—is also treated as debt.
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Adjustment procedures
33. Data requirements:

• Reported accrued interest on debt, and dividends on hybrid securities, as of the balance-sheet date.

34. Calculations:

• Debt: Add to reported debt any accrued interest on debt and any dividends on hybrid securities.

b) Debt issuance costs
35. Debt issuance costs are a form of prepaid interest, which companies record on the balance sheet and amortize as an 

interest expense over the term of the debt. We regard them as part of the total cost of borrowing and therefore do not 
deduct the amortization of debt issuance costs from reported interest.

36. However, there are different approaches to where these amounts are reported on the balance sheet. A company may 
either report debt issuance costs as a separate asset, or deduct them from reported debt as a "contra liability" (that is, a 
liability with a debit balance, rather than the typical credit balance). We look to exclude these prepaid amounts from 
debt, when reported as a contra liability, to attain comparability. Similarly, if a company deducts premiums paid for 
modifications or redemptions from debt, we exclude those amounts from debt if practicable.

Adjustment procedures
37. Data requirements:

• Amount of debt issuance costs or modification premiums reported as a contra liability, which reduces reported debt.

38. Calculations:

• Debt: Add to reported debt the amount of debt issuance costs or modification premiums reported as a contra 
liability.

c) Debt at fair value
39. In certain circumstances, a company may report debt at fair value instead of at amortized cost. In such cases, we 

adjust the reported figure to reflect the amortized cost method. If the amortized cost figure is not shown in the financial 
statements, we may estimate it, based on the amount originally received or the face value plus accrued but unpaid 
interest.

40. In addition, we seek to exclude gains or losses from the revaluation of debt at fair value from our measure of interest 
expense. However, from a practical standpoint, if a company does not disclose these figures, it is difficult to adjust 
interest expense for the difference between the reported figure and the effective rate achieved by the amortized cost 
method.

41. When this difference is material, we may make estimates to arrive at a figure that approximates interest expense, 
exclusive of mark-to-market effects. We would make such an estimate by, for example, multiplying the face value of 
the obligation by an interest rate estimated from other similar debt instruments.
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Adjustment procedures
42. Data requirements:

• The amount of debt using the amortized cost method (from the financial statements) or, if this is not available, an 
estimate based on the amount originally received or the face value plus accrued but unpaid interest.

• The amount of any charge or benefit for debt reported at fair value and recorded as an interest expense.

43. Calculations:

• Debt: Increase or decrease reported debt by the difference between the reported amount and our estimate of the 
amortized cost.

• Interest expense: Increase or decrease reported interest expense by the amount of any charge or benefit for debt 
reported at fair value and recorded as an interest expense.

d) Fair-value hedging
44. A company may issue fixed-rate debt and at the same time enter a derivative contract to synthetically create a 

variable-rate debt instrument. If all necessary conditions are met, companies may elect to apply fair-value hedge 

accounting to such an arrangement. The effect of this accounting approach is that a company would report both the 

derivative instrument and the debt (but only the risk being hedged) at fair value. Changes in the fair values of both 

items from one reporting date to the next are netted off against each other in the income statement.

45. When a company applies fair-value hedge accounting to debt, we adjust the reported debt figure to reflect the 
amortized cost method.

46. It is not necessary to adjust interest expense in this case because the fair-value adjustments the company makes in the 

income statement generally offset each other, and settlements under the derivative are reported as an interest expense.

Adjustment procedures
47. Data requirements:

• The debt figure expressed as the amortized cost amount in the financial statements.
• If this is not available, we (1) determine the amount of the fair-value adjustment made to reported debt as a 

consequence of hedge accounting; or (2) estimate the adjustment amount using the fair value of the related 
derivative instrument; or (3) adjust debt to reflect the amount originally received as proceeds or the face value plus 
accrued and unpaid interest.

48. Calculations:

• Debt: Increase or decrease debt by the difference between the reported amount and our estimate of debt under the 
amortized cost method.

e) Convertible debt
49. Due to their complex nature, we take a slightly different approach to measuring convertible debt instruments that give 

the holder the option of converting the debt into shares. Because of this option, the coupon rate on such obligations is 

normally lower than market interest rates.

50. Under US. GAAP and IFRS the value of a convertible debt obligation is split into a debt component and an equity
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component (following the split-accounting method).

51. The debt component is the fair value of a similar debt obligation without the conversion feature. This amount is 
accounted for under the amortized cost method and increases toward the face value of the convertible debt instrument 
until maturity or conversion.

52. The equity component (the value of the conversion feature) represents the difference between the debt component 
and the issue price of the convertible debt instrument. The value of the equity portion remains constant.

53. Although uncommon, we may regard a convertible debt instrument as having equity content in our analysis, 
depending on its terms and conditions and our view of the likelihood that the debt holder will convert it to equity (see 
"Hybrid Capital Handbook: September 2008 Edition," published on Sept. 15, 2008). If we consider such an instrument 
to have high equity content, we reclassify it as equity. If we consider that there is minimal equity content, we treat the 
instrument fully as debt.

54. We typically add to reported debt the unamortized value of the discount created by the conversion option, bringing the 
value of such an instrument back to par.

55. In our ratios, we seek to include the full effective cost of the obligation as interest. We believe the interest resulting 
from the split-accounting method achieves this goal and therefore no adjustment is necessary.

56. If a company does not use split accounting we estimate the cost of debt by increasing reported interest expense when 
the difference in value under the other method is material.

Adjustment procedures
57. Data requirements:

• The face value of convertible debt instruments or the remaining unamortized discount as of the balance-sheet date.
• The amount of interest expense reported in the period, if we consider the instruments to have high equity content.

58. Calculations:

• Debt: Increase reported debt by the amount necessary to bring an instrument back to par. If an instrument has high 
equity content according to our criteria, we deduct the reported amount from debt.

• Interest: Subtract from interest the amount of interest expense on convertible debt considered to have high equity 
content.

f) Foreign currency hedges of debt principal
59. Foreign-currency-denominated debt is typically included in consolidated debt on the balance sheet at the amount of 

foreign currency, translated at the spot rate on the balance-sheet date.

60. Many companies hedge the foreign currency exposure by entering into derivatives that fix the foreign exchange rate 
that will apply on the debt's repayment date. To better reflect the economics of such transactions, we adjust the 
reported amount of foreign-currency-denominated debt to reflect the net amount required for repayment as a result of 
the hedge.

61. We may not make this adjustment if other factors can neutralize the benefit of the derivative. These factors include
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concerns about risk relating to the derivative counterparty (such as when a derivative counterparty has credit quality 

equivalent to 'BB+' or lower) and other derivative contracts that can offset the benefit of the derivative hedge.

62. The adjustment amount results from restating the hedged debt principal using the "locked-in" foreign exchange rate 

achieved through the derivative. The adjustment amount is broadly equivalent to the fair value of a derivative 

representing a foreign currency hedge of debt principal, but may differ for various reasons, such as because the 

derivative's fair value also reflects liquidity and counterparty risk.

63. We use the derivative's value as a proxy for our adjustment amount if retranslation of the debt balance is not practical 
because of insufficient information.

64. However, companies often hedge the foreign currency exposure related to debt principal and interest simultaneously. 
In this instance, we take care to adjust only for the fair value of the derivative that hedges the principal, and not the 
portion that hedges the interest.

Adjustment procedures
65. Data requirements:

• The amount of hedged foreign-currency-denominated debt (from the balance sheet); and
• The locked-in foreign exchange rate (or locked-in principal value of outstanding debt) achieved via the hedge 

transaction.
• Alternatively, the fair value of the derivative that applies only to the principal (that is, excluding any fair value 

associated with hedged interest payments).

66. Calculations:

• Debt: Retranslate foreign-currency-denominated debt using the locked-in foreign exchange rate (or adjust the 
balance-sheet value of debt to equal the locked-in principal value). Alternatively, add to or subtract from reported 
debt the fair value of the hedging instrument on the balance-sheet date.

g) Initial measurement of debt
67. We subscribe to amortized cost as the preferred method of measuring debt after debt is issued. However, in certain 

circumstances, we may take an alternative view toward a company's initial measurement, and therefore ongoing 

measurement, of a particular debt instrument, as described in the next paragraph.

68. Companies usually initially measure debt at an amount equal to the net proceeds received at issuance. However, there 

are other methods of initial measurement of debt that we believe can in certain instances distort the initial and ongoing 

carrying value of debt. This may include the methods applied to debt assumed in an acquisition, or debt that has been 

modified or is part of a distressed exchange. When our judgment about the initial measurement (and therefore ongoing 

measurement) of a debt instrument differs from a company's, we may adjust debt, funds from operations (FFO), and 
interest expense if practical and the effect is material.

Adjustment procedures
69. Data requirements:

• Initial measurement of the applicable debt instrument,
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• Our assumed measurement of the applicable debt instrument.
• Interest expense associated with the applicable debt instrument that is reported during the period.
• Interest expense for the period, based on our assumed initial measurement of the applicable debt instrument.

70. Calculations:

• Debt: Increase or decrease debt by the difference between the reported amount of debt and our estimate of 
amortized cost based on our assumed initial measurement.

• Interest expense: Increase or decrease interest expense by the difference between reported interest expense, and the 
estimated interest expense based on our assumed initial measurement.

• FFO: Increase or decrease FFO by the difference between reported interest expense and the estimated interest 
expense based on our assumed initial measurement.

2. Asset-retirement obligations
71. Asset-retirement obligations (AROs) are legal obligations associated with a company's retirement of tangible long-term 

assets. Examples of AROs include the cost of plugging and dismantling oil and gas wells, decommissioning nuclear 
power plants, and treating or storing spent nuclear fuel and capping and restoring mining and waste-disposal sites.

72. We treat AROs as debt-like obligations, although several characteristics distinguish them from conventional debt, 
including timing and measurement uncertainties.

73. A company's liability for AROs is independent from the amount and timing of the cash flows the associated assets 
generate. In certain situations, companies fund AROs by adding a surcharge to customer prices; or the AROs are paid 
by third parties, such as a state-related body. In these cases there would typically be no debt adjustment.

74. The measurement of AROs involves a subjective assessment and is therefore imprecise. We generally use the reported 
ARO figures, but we may make adjustments for anticipated reimbursements, asset-salvage value, or any of the 
company's assumptions we view as unrealistic. Those assumptions may include the ultimate cost of abandoning an 
asset, the timing of asset retirement, and the discount rate used to calculate the balance-sheet value.

75. Under most accounting standards, company balance sheets show the ARO figure before tax, and any expected tax 
benefits as a separate deferred tax asset on the balance sheet (because the associated ARO-related asset is subject to 
depreciation). Tax savings that coincide with settling ARO payments (as opposed to their provisioning), reduce the 
cash cost of the AROs, and we factor them into our analysis to the extent that we expect the company to generate 
taxable income in the same tax jurisdiction.

76. Our approach is to add AROs—after deducting any dedicated retirement-fund assets or provisions, salvage value, and 
anticipated tax savings-to debt. We generally adjust for the net aggregate funding position, even if some specific 
obligations are underfunded and others are overfunded. The adjustment amounts are tax effected (that is, adjusted for 
any tax benefit the company may receive) if the company will likely be able to use tax deductions.

77. The accretion of an ARO that reflects the time value of money is akin to noncash interest and similar to postretirement 
benefit interest charges. Accordingly, we reclassify the accretion (net of earnings on any dedicated funds), using a floor 
of zero for the net amount as interest expense, in analyzing the income and cash flow statements.

78. If dedicated funding is in place and the related returns are not entirely reflected in reported earnings and cash flows,
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we add the unrecognized portion of the related returns to earnings and cash flows, We reclassify the recognized 
portion to interest expense and cash flow from operations (CFO).

79. We treat cash payments for the abandonment of assets and contributions to dedicated funds that exceed ARO interest 
costs (after deducting ARO fund earnings) as repayment of the ARO. We therefore add these amounts to FFO and 

CFO.

80. We treat cash payments for the abandonment of assets and contributions to dedicated funds that are less than the 

ARO interest costs (after deducting ARO fund earnings) as the incurrence of a debt obligation. We therefore deduct the 

shortfall in payments from FFO and CFO.

Adjustment procedures
81. Data requirements:

• The ARO figure (from the financial statements or Standard & Poor's estimate).
• Any associated assets or funds set aside for AROs.
• ARO interest costs irrespective of whether charged to operating or financing costs.
• The reported gain or loss on assets set aside for funding AROs.
• Any cash payments for AROs.

82. Calculations:

• Debt: Add net ARO to debt (net ARO equals the reported or estimated ARO minus any assets set aside to fund 
AROs, multiplied by 1 minus the tax rate).

• EBITDA: Add ARO interest costs included in operating costs.
• Interest: Deduct ARO interest costs (net of ARO fund earnings) from reported operating expenses, if included there, 

and add to interest expense.
• FFO: Our definition of FFO is EBITDA minus net interest expense minus current tax expense, after adjusting each 

of the three components according to our criteria. EBITDA and interest expense are adjusted as described in the 
previous two bullet points. The figure to adjust the current tax expense results from multiplying the applicable tax 
rate by the net result of (1) new provisions, plus (2) interest costs, minus (3) the actual return on funded assets, 
minus (4) fund contributions or ARO payments in the corresponding period. The net effect of these adjustments is 
that FFO is reduced by net ARO interest and adjusted for tax effects.

• CFO: Subtract the gain (or add the loss) on assets set aside for AROs from interest expense. Then compare the 
resulting amount with payments on the AROs to arrive at the excess contribution or shortfall to add to, or subtract 
from, CFO. Additionally, we adjust CFO for tax effects in a similar way as for FFO.

3. Capitalized development costs
83. In financial reporting, research costs are almost universally treated as an expense; however the treatment of 

development costs varies. US. GAAP, with limited exceptions (such as for software development costs in certain 

instances), requires companies to treat development costs as an expense, whereas IFRS allows such costs to be 

capitalized under certain conditions. In addition to these differences between accounting regimes, there is an element 
of subjectivity in determining when development costs are capitalized, which can lead to a disparity among companies' 
reported figures.

84. To enhance the comparability of data, we adjust reported financial statements when a company capitalizes
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development costs, if the information is available and the amounts material. The adjustment aims to treat the 
capitalized development costs as if they had been expensed in the period incurred.

85. We aim to adjust EBITDA, FFO, and CFO for the amount of development costs capitalized during the year. This is 
because a company's position in its product life cycle has a great effect on its current spending relative to the 
amortization of previously capitalized development costs. However, in the absence of accurate figures, we use the 
annual amortization figure reported in the financial statements as a proxy for the current year's development costs. To 
the extent that the amortization of previously capitalized costs equals current development spending, there is no 
impact on operating expenses and EBIT because these amounts are after amortization. However, there is an impact on 
EBITDA, FFO, and CFO, which are calculated before amortization.

86. We do not carry through the adjustment to the cumulative asset (and equity) accounts, weighing the complexity of 
such adjustments against their typically limited impact on amounts that are secondary to our analysis.

87. We make one exception to this approach, and that is for capitalized development costs relating to internal-use 
software. Consistent with our goal of achieving comparability, we do not want to create a gap between companies that 
develop software for internal use and those that purchase software and capitalize equivalent products. We therefore 
attempt to exclude such costs from our adjustment.

Adjustment procedures
88. Data requirements:

• Amount of development costs incurred and capitalized during the period, excluding, if practical, capitalized 
development costs for internal-use software.

• Amortization amount for relevant capitalized costs.

89. Calculations:

• EBITDA, FFO, and CFO: Subtract the amount of net capitalized development costs or, alternatively, the 
amortization amount for that period.

• EBIT: Subtract (or add) the difference between the spending and amortization in the period.
• Capital expenditures: Subtract the amount capitalized in the period.

4. Capitalized interest
90. Under most major accounting regimes, financial statements show interest costs related to the construction of fixed 

assets as capitalized, that is, as a component of the historical cost of capital assets. This can obscure the total interest 
that has been incurred during the period, hindering comparisons of the interest burden of companies that capitalize 
and do not capitalize interest.

91. Under our methodology, interest costs that have been capitalized are adjusted and included as interest expense in the 
period in which the interest was incurred.

92. In the statement of cash flows, we reclassify any capitalized interest shown as an investing cash flow to operating cash 
flow. This adjustment reduces CFO and capital expenditures by the amount of interest capitalized in the period. Free 
operating cash flow remains unchanged.
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93. We make no adjustment for the cumulative effect on the value of property, plant, and equipment resulting from any 

prior-year interest capitalization, tax effects, or depreciation, due to disclosure limitations and the minimal analytical 
benefit this would provide.

Adjustment procedures
94. Data requirements:

• The amount of capitalized interest during the period.

95. Calculations:

• Interest expense: Add amount of interest capitalized during the period.
• FFO: Our definition of FFO is EBITDA minus net interest expense minus current tax expense, after adjusting each 

of the three components according to our criteria. Net interest expense includes the interest capitalized during the 
period, as described in the previous bullet point. Therefore, FFO is reduced by the amount of interest capitalized in 
the period.

• CFO: Subtract the amount of capitalized interest recorded as an investing cash flow.
• Capital expenditures: Subtract the amount of capitalized interest recorded as an investing cash flow.

5. Financial and performance guarantees
a) Financial guarantees

96. A financial guarantee is a promise by one party to assume a liability of another party if that party fails to meet its 

obligations under the liability. A guarantee can be limited or unlimited. If a company has guaranteed liabilities of a 

third party or an unconsolidated affiliate, we may add the guaranteed amount to the company's reported debt.

97. We do not add the guaranteed amount to debt if the other party is sufficiently creditworthy (that is if the other party 

has credit quality equivalent to 'BBB-' or higher) in its own right, or we believe that the net amount payable if the 

guarantee were called would be lower than the guaranteed amount. This could happen, for example, if the company 

that has provided the guarantee has been counter-guaranteed by another party. In this case, we add the lower amount 

to debt. We do not adjust interest expense because the guarantor is only obliged to service interest if called upon to 

meet the guarantee.

b) Performance guarantees
98. A performance guarantee is a promise to provide compensation if a company does not complete a project or deliver a 

product or service according to the agreed terms. An insurance company or bank may issue such guarantees on a 

company's behalf. Construction companies often provide performance guarantees to meet a condition in a work 

contract. If the project, product, or service is not completed as agreed, the customer can call on the performance 

guarantee.

99. We do not regard performance guarantees as debt if a company is likely to maintain sufficient work or product quality 

to avoid making large payments under those guarantees.

100. A company's past record of payments under performance guarantees could indicate the likelihood of future payments 

under such guarantees. Only if this payment history suggests a high likelihood of future payments would we estimate a 

potential liability and add that amount to debt.
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Adjustment procedures
101. Data requirements:

• The value of guarantees on and off the balance sheet, net of any tax benefit.

102. Calculations:

• Debt: Add to debt the amount of on- and off-balance-sheet debt-equivalent related to guarantees, net of any tax 
benefit.

• Equity: Subtract from equity the amount of off-balance-sheet debt-equivalent related to guarantees, net of any tax 
benefit.

6. Hybrid capital instruments
103. Hybrid capital instruments (or hybrids) have features of both debt and common equity. We classify a corporate hybrid 

as having minimal, intermediate, or high equity content depending on the specific terms and conditions of the 
instrument and our view of whether the issuer intends to maintain the instrument as loss-bearing capital. Our 
classification of equity content determines the type of adjustments we make to a company's reported figures.

104. A company's issuance of conventional hybrids, in an aggregate amount of up to 15% of capitalization, can be eligible 
for equity credit, which means that we exclude at least some of the hybrid instrument and its interest costs from our 
debt and interest measures (see "Hybrid Capital Handbook: September 2008 Edition," published on Sept. 15, 2008). We 
exclude bonds that are mandatorily convertible into shares from this calculation. Capitalization is equal to 
balance-sheet equity, plus debt and hybrids, after adjusting for goodwill and making all applicable adjustments. The 
capitalization calculation excludes any goodwill asset that exceeds 10% of total assets.

105. The treatment of hybrids for the purposes of our leverage and debt service ratio calculations depends on the equity 
content classification:

• Hybrids that have high equity content are treated as equity and the interest or dividends are treated as dividends.
• For hybrids with intermediate equity content, 50% of the principal is treated as debt and 50% as equity (excluding 

unpaid accrued interest or dividends, which are added to debt). Similarly, we treat one-half of the period's interest or 
dividends as dividends and one-half as interest. There is no adjustment to related taxes.

• Hybrids with minimal equity content are treated entirely as debt and all interest or dividends as interest.

106. In all cases, accrued coupon payments are treated as debt.

107. The criteria for adjustments related to convertible debt are in paragraphs 49-58 of this article and in "Hybrid Capital 
Handbook: September 2008 Edition," published on Sept. 15, 2008.

Adjustment procedures
108. Data requirements:

• Documentation for reported hybrid capital instruments.
• Amount of hybrids, debt, goodwill, and shareholders' equity on the balance sheet.
• Amount of associated interest or dividend expense and interest or dividend payments in the period.
• Amount of accrued unpaid interest or dividends.
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109. Calculations:

• Hybrids reported as equity: (1) If we classify equity content as high, there is no adjustment to equity. (2) If we 
classify equity content as intermediate we deduct 50% of the value from equity and add it to debt. We also deduct 
50% of the dividend accrued during the accounting period and add it to interest expense, thereby reducing FFO. 
Likewise, 50% of any dividends paid are deducted from CFO. (3) If we classify equity content as minimal, we deduct 
the full principal amount from equity and add it to debt. We add associated dividends to interest expense, thereby 
reducing FFO. Likewise dividends paid are added to interest paid, thereby reducing CFO.

• Hybrids reported as debt: (1) We deduct the value of hybrids with high equity content from debt and add it to 
equity. We also deduct the associated interest charge from interest expense and add it to dividends, thereby 
removing it from FFO. Likewise, interest paid is added to CFO and dividends. (2) If we classify equity content as 
intermediate, we deduct 50% of its value from debt and add it to equity. We also deduct 50% of the associated 
interest expense from interest expense and add it to dividends accrued, thereby increasing FFO. 50% of interest 
paid is added to CFO. (3) If equity content is minimal there is no adjustment because we treat such hybrids as debt,

• Debt: We add to debt the accrued and unpaid interest and dividends on all hybrids.

7. Inventory accounting methods
110. Accounting frameworks allow companies a choice of inventory accounting method, and this leads to reporting 

differences within industries and among regions. The disparity is more pronounced in inventory-intensive industries, 
particularly when the price of inventory (such as raw materials) fluctuates significantly. This is because the method a 

company uses influences the amount of inventory it can charge as an expense, and therefore also its taxable income. 
The inventory accounting methods under US. GAAP are "first in first out" (FIFO), "last in first out" (LIFO), 
weighted-average cost, and specific identification.

111. Similar costing methods exist in other generally accepted accounting principles. However, many frameworks, 
including IFRS, do not allow LIFO. The tax treatment is a key factor in a company’s choice of inventory costing 

method and it varies significantly by jurisdiction, For example, LIFO is permitted for tax-reporting purposes in the 

US., and a company that uses it for tax purposes must also use it for preparing its financial statements.

112. The greatest potential disparity in financial results comes from using FIFO as opposed to LIFO. When inventory prices 

are rising, the LIFO method results in lower income than under FIFO because the most recent and higher cost of 
goods is transferred to the income statement, while the remaining inventory is shown at the older, lower cost on the 

balance sheet. Furthermore, LIFO results in improved cash flows for that period because income taxes are lower as a 

result of the lower taxable income.

113. Apart from hindering comparison between different companies, the different methods can also obscure a company's 

true performance record. For example, LIFO arguably allows for a more realistic depiction of current costs on the 

income statement, but showing inventory at older costs distorts the balance-sheet position. The FIFO method, on the 
other hand, provides a more up-to-date valuation of inventory on the balance sheet, but can significantly understate 

the cost of goods sold during a period of rising prices and overstate income.

114. We adjust the reported inventory figures if material to our analytical process. Companies that use LIFO have to 

disclose what the inventory valuation would be under FIFO, through an account called the LIFO reserve that 

represents the cumulative effect on gross profit from the use of the LIFO method. For such companies, we add the
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balance in the LIFO reserve to the reported inventory. This enables us to reflect inventory balances at approximately 
the current market value. A corresponding adjustment, net of tax, is made to equity.

115. We do not adjust the income statement when a company uses LIFO because we believe the LIFO method results in 
costs of goods sold that closely reflect replacement-cost values.

116. Typically, there are no adjustments to the income statement for companies that use FIFO or the average cost method 
because the data are generally not available.

117. When a company using the LIFO method has inventory balances that decrease over a period of time, LIFO liquidation 
may result. This means that older layers of inventory are turned into cost of goods sold as a result ("older" refers to 
inventory in terms of their accounting and not necessarily in a physical sense). Assuming an inflationary environment, 
the cost of goods sold is reduced and, as a result, income increases because of LIFO liquidation gains. To capture the 
true sustainable profitability of a company, we generally exclude the gains generated from LIFO liquidation from our 
profitability measures.

Adjustment procedures
118. Data requirements:

• The balance of the LIFO reserve account.
• LIFO liquidation gains from the income statement.

119. Calculations:

• Assets: Add the LIFO reserve to inventory.
• Equity: Add the LIFO reserve (after tax) to equity.
• EBITDA, EBIT, and FFO: Deduct LIFO liquidation gains from EBITDA, EBIT, and FFO.

8. Litigation
120. If a company is a defendant in a major lawsuit, we may adjust its debt to account for the potential cost when an 

adverse outcome (payment of a cash settlement or damages) is probable or has materialized. If the estimated or known 
amount of the potential payment is material in relation to the company's cash flow or leverage ratios, we add that 
figure to reported debt. Before doing so, we may reduce the potential payment to reflect the expected reimbursement 
from legal insurance coverage, cash held in reserve, and extended payment dates; or add accruing interest penalties.

121. The adjusted debt figure therefore includes the present value of the net estimated payout, on an aftertax basis.

122. To achieve the difficult task of sizing the litigation exposure, we may use as a reference any resolved lawsuits that can 
serve as benchmarks. We also consider the company's reported litigation reserves and the different thresholds for their 
recognition under IFRS and US. GAAP.

123. Because the full financial effects of a lawsuit are difficult to quantify accurately, the analysis also involves techniques 
such as calculating ranges of outcomes or performing a sensitivity analysis. The results of these techniques can 
indicate, for example, what effect even higher potential payouts would have on a company's financial profile.

124. If, to allow for a possible adverse financial judgment, a company has placed cash in escrow with the courts or is
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expected to do so; or if it had to provide a financial guarantee to the courts, we incorporate the impact of this actual or 

contingent commitment into the liquidity assessment.

Adjustment procedures
125. Data requirements:

• An estimate or actual amount of the litigation exposure.

126. Calculations:

• Debt: Add the estimated or actual amount of litigation exposure (net of any applicable tax deduction) to reported 
debt.

• Equity: Subtract the amount of estimated litigation exposure considered to be debt-like that exceeds the accrued 
litigation exposure, if any.

9. Multi-employer pension plans
127. Some companies in the US. participate in multi-employer, defined-benefit pension plans on behalf of their employees. 

Such companies are predominantly in the transportation, building, construction, manufacturing, hospitality, and 

grocery sectors. The pension plans are often are referred to as "Taft-Hartley" plans because they fall under the 
Taft-Hartley Labor Act (officially termed the "The Labor Management Relations Act") of 1947.

128. A multi-employer pension plan is forged by a collective bargaining agreement between companies that generally 

operate in the same sector and the union(s) that represent the sector's workers. These arrangements share many of the 
attributes of single-employer plans.

129. We regard the liability associated with a funding deficit on multi-employer pension plans as debt, as we do deficits on 

single-employer defined-benefit, postretirement obligations. For practical reasons, and because of a lack of pertinent 
data, we generally do not adjust cash flow measures in our analysis unless significant catch-up contributions are made; 
nor do we generally adjust our profitability measures.

a) Unique characteristics of multi-employer pension plans
130. Multi-employer pension plans pose some unique challenges, mainly because they are complex, and information about 

them in companies' financial statements is limited. For example, unlike for single-employer plans, there is generally no 

information on a company's potential share of a shortfall under a multi-employer plan, unless that company is 

withdrawing from the plan. Further, because the plans are collective, the sponsoring companies may become liable 

beyond their otherwise pro rata share of the obligation if another company becomes insolvent.

131. These challenges make it difficult to estimate the amount each company might have to pay to meet current and future 

obligations under such plans. It is therefore crucial to gather additional information that is timely and relevant, 
including the specific features of the plan and the collective bargaining process.

132. A company participating in a multi-employer plan faces problems that a company sponsoring a single-company 

pension plan does not, in particular if it wants to withdraw from such a plan. Companies that withdraw from an 

underfunded multi-employer plan may incur a withdrawal liability representing their pro rata shares of the total 
underfunded pension obligation. Determining the withdrawal liability amount accurately is difficult because statutes
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provide several different ways to calculate it. Moreover, special rules in certain industries (such as construction, 
entertainment, and trucking) determine the withdrawal liability trigger points and the size of the obligation. For 
example, the withdrawal liability may be limited in cases such as a bona fide sale of substantially all of the employer's 
assets or the company's liquidation or dissolution.

133. A solvent company that exits an underfunded multi-employer pension plan generally continues to make payments for 
its share of the liabilities for as many years as the Employee Retirement Income Security Act specifies. However, if a 
company is insolvent, the other participating companies must assume all of its obligations. For single-employer plans, 
the sponsoring company is liable only for the underfunded portion of its own plan.

134. All of these factors make it difficult to estimate the amount of a company's potential liability under a multi-employer 
plan to add as debt. To do so, we consider the facts and circumstances associated with the plan. For example, instead 
of a pro rata share of the collective obligation, we may estimate a lower amount if we view it as plausible that the 
plan's trustees could reduce the plan's total liability over time by decreasing the level of future employee benefits. We 
primarily base this determination on information from the company and publicly available data.

b) Accounting and disclosure limitations
135. Under US. GAAP and IFRS, a company's withdrawal liability must be both probable and estimable for it to be 

recognized as a contingent liability in the financial statements. This obligation is therefore seldom accrued or 
disclosed.

136. Financial statement disclosure on multi-employer plans is typically limited to the significant plans an employer 
participates in, the company's annual contributions to each plan over the previous three years, and the relative 
financial health of the plans as indicated by regulatory guidelines.

137. Using publicly available tax and regulatory filings to approximate the funded status of a multi-employer pension is also 
problematic, considering filing delays. Plans must file Form 5500 (Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan) 
with the US. Department of Labor. This form provides useful data about a plan's overall financial health, its funding 
status, number of participants, and contribution levels. However, the form must be filed within 210 days after the end 
of the plan year (subject to a 75-day extension), and there may be an additional time lag before the Department of 
Labor publishes the information. The resulting data will therefore be somewhat out of date. In particular, in the period 
before the publication of the data, fluctuations in discount rates, market returns, and the terms of collective bargaining 
agreements, participation levels, and other actuarial assumptions may result in changes in the financial health of the 
plan that the filings do not reflect.

Adjustment procedures
138. Data requirements: Where material, obtain an estimate of the withdrawal liability for each plan a company participates 

in. If this figure is unavailable, we make an estimate of the company's pro rata share of the funded status based on the 
following information:

• The funded status of each of the multi-employer plans to which the company contributes. This information may be 
provided by the company for more recent years, or it may be obtained from the publicly available Form 5500s filed 
with the Department of Labor. To estimate the funded status, we use the Retirement Protection Act of 1994 liability, 
minus the fair value of assets as of the same date.
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• The company's contributions to each of its multi-employer plans in the corresponding years.
• The total contributions to the multi-employer pension plan by all employers in the corresponding years.
• An applicable haircut for anticipated negotiations.

139. Calculations:

• Debt: Add the estimated withdrawal liability for all plans, net of tax, to debt. Alternatively, if not available, add to 
debt the estimate of the employer's share of the funded status of each plan (net of any applicable haircut and net of 
tax).

10. Nonoperating activities and nonrecurring items
140. We define our key income-statement-based metrics (EBITDA, EBIT, and FFO) in a particular fashion. However, the 

reported financials often do not conform to our views. Therefore it is necessary for us to adjust the reported financial 
information so that they fit in with our methodology.

a) Operating versus nonoperating items
141. Our decision to include or exclude an activity from a particular metric depends on whether we consider that activity to 

be operating or nonoperating in nature (see paragraphs 142-158). Independent of that decision, we consider whether 
an activity is recurring or nonrecurring (see paragraphs 159-164).

142. Our EBIT measure is a traditional view of profit that factors in capital intensity. We consider all income statement 
activity integral to EBIT, with the exception of interest and taxes. This includes all activity we consider nonoperating 
that is excluded from EBITDA.

143. Our definition of EBITDA is: Revenue minus operating expenses plus depreciation and amortization (including 

noncurrent asset impairment and impairment reversals). We include cash dividends received from investments 

accounted for under the equity method, and exclude the company's share of these investees' profits. This definition 

generally adheres to what EBITDA stands for: earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.
However, it also excludes certain other income statement activity that we view as nonoperating.

144. Our definition of EBITDA aims to capture the results of a company's core operating activities before interest, taxes, 

and the impact on earnings of capital spending and other investing and financing activities. This definition links to the 

cash flow statement because we use EBITDA to calculate FFO, which we use as an accrual-based proxy for CFO (cash 
flow from operations).

145. Generally, this means that any income statement activity whose cash effects have been (or will be) classified as being 

from operating activities (excluding interest and taxes) are included in our definition of EBITDA.

146. Conversely, income statement activity whose cash effects have been (or will be) classified in the statement of cash 
flows as being from investing or financing activities is excluded from EBITDA.

147. We may however take alternative views about the classification of transactions to that presented in the statement of 
cash flows, and this would flow through to our other metrics.

148. Below are examples of how we apply this principle to various scenarios.
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149. Disposals:- Under accounting standards, proceeds from the sale of a subsidiary are classified in the statement of cash 
flows as an investing cash flow rather than an operating cash flow. Moreover, we view the disposal of a subsidiary as 
outside core business operations. As such, we do not treat a gain or loss from the sale of a subsidiary as an operating 
activity and exclude this from our calculation of EBITDA and FFO.

150. The same rationale holds for the sale of property, plant, and equipment. The cash flows arising from such transactions 
are classified, under accounting standards, as investing activities in the statement of cash flows. Therefore, we would 
typically view any gains or losses on the sale of property, plant, and equipment as nonoperating items.

151. Restructuring costs:-We include restructuring costs in our calculation of EBITDA, consistent with their treatment in the 
cash flow statement as operating activities. Moreover, most companies need to restructure at some point, as the global 
economy is constantly evolving and businesses alter their operations to remain competitive and viable.

152. Acquisition-related coste:-These include advisory, legal, and other professional and administrative fees related to an 
acquisition. We include them in EBITDA, consistent with their treatment in the statement of cash flows as operating 
activities. Many businesses make acquisitions as part of their growth strategy; therefore it is important to factor these 
expenses into our metrics.

153. Asset impairments/write-downs:-lmpQ.vctt\eT\ts on tangible and intangible noncurrent assets are akin to depreciation or 
amortization in that they represent a company's income-statement recognition of earlier capital expenditures. We 
therefore exclude them from our definition of EBITDA. Our definition of EBIT includes impairment charges or 
reversals. Our decision to exclude an impairment cost or reversal from EBIT would depend on whether we consider it 
to be recurring or nonrecurring (see paragraphs 159-164).

154. However, impairments on current assets, such as inventory and trade receivables, are included in our calculation of 
EBITDA. The charges for inventory represent a company's recognition in the income statement of cash that it has 
already spent, and those for trade receivables represent the reduction of income previously recognized, but which the 
company will not fully collect.

155. Unrealized gains or losses on derivatives:- If a company has not achieved the requirements of technical hedge 
accounting (even though an effective economic hedge may exist), it reports all mark-to-market gains or losses related 
to the fair-valuing of derivative contracts in the income statement. Although the nature of the underlying activity is 
often integral to EBITDA, FFO, or both, using mark-to-market accounting can distort these metrics because the 
derivative contract may be used to hedge several future periods.

156. Therefore, when we have sufficient information, we exclude the unrealized gains or losses not related to current-year 
activity, so that the income statement represents the economic hedge position achieved in the current financial year 
(that is, as if hedge accounting had been used). This adjustment is common in the utilities and oil and gas sectors.

157. Foreign currency transaction gains and /osses:-Foreign currency transaction gains or losses arise from transactions 
denominated in a currency other than a company's functional currency (generally the currency in which it transacts 
most of its business). Examples include selling goods at prices denominated in a foreign currency, borrowing or 
lending in a foreign currency, or other contractual obligations denominated in a foreign currency.

158. Currency transaction gains and losses may be viewed as operating or nonoperating in nature. If gains or losses 
included in operating profit are operating in nature, we do not make adjustments. We may however adjust reported 
operating results for currency gains and losses that are nonoperating. For example, we may adjust (or exclude) foreign 
currency gains or losses resulting from the issuance of foreign-currency-denominated debt.
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b) Nonrecurring items and pro forma figures
159. The relative stability or volatility of a company's earnings and cash flow is an important measure of credit risk that is 

embedded in our corporate criteria. For this reason, our use of nonrecurring or pro forma adjustments is limited to the 

extent that there has been some transformative change in a company's business. Examples of such changes are the 

divestment of part of the business or a fundamental change in operating strategy.

160. Discontinued operations and business divestments:- Companies typically segregate their profits or losses from 
discontinued operations from those of the continuing business; although the segregation of related cash flows is less 
consistent. We typically exclude profits, losses, and cash flows from discontinued operations from our metrics so that 
they more accurately reflect the company's ongoing operations.

161. Pro forma accounts for intrayear acquisitions or irregular reporting periods:-\i an acquisition has taken place, the 
financial statements for the year of the acquisition include all the debt of the enlarged group in the year-end balance 
sheet, but less than the full year's results and cash flows of the enlarged group. This distorts debt-coverage ratios, 
which therefore do not accurately indicate the company's likely future performance.

162. A similar issue exists when companies have irregular accounting periods, such as after a change in their accounting 

year-end. In these cases, we may use pro forma financial statements to allow for a more representative measure of 
full-year performance and more meaningful ratios.

163. Asset impairments and write-downs:- We generally exclude impairment charges on long-life assets from our measure 
of EBIT if they are very large and irregular. Excluding a nonrecurring impairment from EBIT produces a better 
estimate of a company's ongoing profitability, but does not mean we ignore the impairment in our analysis. On the 
contrary, a significant impairment may indicate that a company's ability to generate future cash flows has diminished.

164. We rarely exclude impairments of operating assets, such as inventories and receivables, from our EBITDA and FFO 

metrics because we wish to capture this volatility. An exception might be a genuine nonrecurring impairment, such as 
inventory impairment resulting from damage caused by a fire.

Adjustment procedures
165. Data requirements:

• Amounts of income, expense, and cash flows to be reclassified. The amounts are based on our analytical judgment, 
using information from the company and our assessments.

166. Calculations:

• Add or subtract amounts from the respective measures-such as, revenue, operating income before and after 
depreciation and amortization (D&A), D&A, EBIT, EBITDA, CFO, and FFO-and reclassify them according to our 
view of the underlying activities.

• Because CFO and FFO are aftertax measures, they are also adjusted to reflect tax effects, where feasible.

167. Beyond the standard adjustment, additional insights may be gleaned by adjusting individual line items within cost of 
goods sold or selling, general, and administrative expense, if there is sufficient data to reflect adjustments at such 

levels.
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11. Leases
168. Companies commonly use leases as a means of financing, and the accounting method for leases distinguishes between 

operating and finance leases. Finance leases (also known as capital leases) are accounted for in a manner similar to a 
debt-financed acquisition of an asset and as a balance-sheet liability. Conversely, many operating leases are not 
accounted for as a balance-sheet liability, but the lease cost is recorded in the profit and loss account in each 
accounting period.

169. We view this accounting distinction as substantially artificial because under both types of lease arrangements, a 
company signs a contract that allows it to use an asset, thereby entering into a debt-like obligation to make periodic 
rental payments.

170. For this reason, we treat operating and finance lease obligations as debt. Reclassifying leases as debt seeks to enhance 
comparability between companies that finance assets using operating or financing leases and those that do so by 
incurring debt to finance the purchase of the asset. This adjustment aims to bring companies' financial ratios closer to 
the underlying economics and to make them more comparable by taking into consideration all of a company's 
financial obligations, whether on or off the balance sheet.

171. The methodology does not replicate a scenario in which a company finances the acquisition of an asset with debt. 
Rather, the adjustment is narrower in scope: It attempts to capture only a debt-equivalent for a company's lease 
contracts. For example, when a company enters into a five-year lease for an asset with a 20-year productive life, the 
adjustment includes only payments relating to the contracted five-year lease period. We do not use alternative 
methodologies that fully capitalize the value of the asset, given disclosure and other limitations.

172. However, if we view the term of a lease as artificially short relative to the length of expected use of the leased asset, we 
may make adjustments to reflect a more economically appropriate depiction of the underlying lease obligation. An 
example of this approach is for sale-and-leaseback transactions, where if practical we capitalize the entire sale amount.

Adjustment procedures
173. Data requirements:

• Minimum lease payments: The schedule of noncancellable future lease payments over the next five years and • 
beyond (and residual-value guarantees if not included in minimum lease payments).

• Reported annual lease-related operating expenses for the most recent year.
• Deferred gains on sale-and-leaseback transactions that created operating leases.
• We use a fixed discount rate of 7% for all corporate entities we rate. Theoretically, the discount factor could be 

calculated as the weighted average of the implicit interest rates (that is, the rates charged by the lessors) in each of 
the company's operating lease arrangements. This is not practicable, however, given accounting disclosure 
limitations.

• The annual operating-lease-related expense, which we estimate using the average of the first projected annual 
payment disclosed at the end of the most recent year and the previous year.

174. Calculations (operating leases):

• Debt: We add to debt the present value of future lease payments, calculated using a 7% discount rate. Since 
minimum lease payments beyond the fifth year are regularly disclosed in aggregate as "thereafter," our methodology
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assumes that payments beyond the fifth year equal the payment amount in year five, and that the number of years 
in the "thereafter" period equals the "thereafter" amount divided by the fifth-year amount, rounded to the nearest 
year. This assumption is capped at a total payment profile of 30 years. IFRS allow companies to disclose amounts 
payable in years two through five as a single combined amount, instead of separate amounts for each year. In this 
case, we assume a flat annual payment amount in years two through five, based on the total minimum lease 
payment disclosed for these four years. We consider future lease payments to be net of sublease rental income only 
if the lease and sublease terms match and the holder of the sublease is sufficiently creditworthy (that is, has credit 
quality equivalent to 'BBS-1 or higher).

• Income statement and cash flow measures: The lease-related expense is allocated to interest and depreciation 
expense. EBITDA is increased by adding back the interest and depreciation expense. EBIT is increased by adding 
back the interest expense. FFO and CFO are increased by adding back the depreciation expense. Gains or losses on 
sale-and-leaseback transactions are excluded from these measures.

• Interest expense: Interest expense is increased by the product of the 7% discount rate multiplied by the average net 
present value of the lease payments for the current and previous years.

• Capital expenditures: Our base calculation of capital expenditures, and therefore free operating cash flow (FOCF), 
excludes any implied capital expenditures relating to operating leases. For lease-intensive sectors, we may use a 
separate FOCF measure, which includes a capital-expenditure operating lease adjustment, to compare companies' 
lease and purchase decisions. For this separate FOCF measure, the capital expenditures figure is increased by an 
implied amount of capital expenditures relating to leases, calculated as the year-over-year change in lease debt, plus 
annual operating lease depreciation. This amount cannot be negative.

• Property, plant, and equipment: We add the amount of operating leases we reclassify as debt to property, plant, and 
equipment to approximate the depreciated asset cost.

175. Calculations (finance leases):

• Debt: To the extent that they are not already included in reported debt, we add to debt, finance lease obligations 
and any obligation associated with failed sale-and-leaseback transactions.

• Capital expenditures: Our base calculation of capital expenditures, and therefore FOCF, excludes any implied 
capital expenditures relating to finance leases. For lease-intensive sectors, we may use a separate FOCF measure, 
which includes a capital-expenditure finance lease adjustment, to compare companies' lease and purchase 
decisions. For this separate FOCF measure, capital expenditures are increased by the value of assets acquired via 
finance leases during the period.

12. Postretirement employee benefits and deferred compensation
176. We include underfunded defined-benefit obligations for retirees, including pensions and health care coverage 

(collectively, postretirement benefits or PRB) in our measure of debt. These obligations also include other forms of 
deferred compensation like retiree lump-sum payment schemes and long-service awards. We include these obligations 

in our measure of debt because they represent financial obligations that must be paid over time.

177. The adjustments we make relate solely to existing obligations, rather than to potential future obligations.

178. Unlike debt, the measurement of PRB obligations is inherently uncertain: The amount of benefits payable and the 

value of any assets earmarked to fund those obligations fluctuate over time.

179. To simplify the numerical analysis, we aggregate all retiree benefit plan assets and liabilities for pension, health, and 

other obligations, netting the positions of a company's plans in surplus against those that are in deficit.
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180. We tax-effect our PRB adjustment amounts (that is, give credit for associated tax benefits), unless the related tax 
benefits have already been, or are unlikely to be, realized. We use the tax rates applicable to the company's plans or, if 
this is unavailable, the current corporate rate, even though the actual effect of tax charges or benefits in the future may 
be different. In a typical situation, the company has credible prospects of generating sufficient future taxable income to 
take advantage of tax deductions related to PRB and so reduce future tax payments.

181. We do not tax-effect the adjustment amounts if we consider a company's ability to generate profits uncertain. 
Moreover, in such cases, our main focus is the company's liquidity, rather than its capitalization or debt-coverage 
levels.

a) Capital structure
182. We adjust capitalization for PRB effects by adjusting both debt and equity, where applicable. Debt is increased by the 

company's tax-effected unfunded PRB obligation. In the instances where equity does not reflect the full extent of the 
underfunded deficit, equity is adjusted by the difference between the amount accrued on the corporate balance sheet 
and the amount of net over- or underfunded obligation (net surplus or deficit), net of tax. Debt is not adjusted 
downward for net surpluses, so net overfunding (surplus) leaves debt unchanged. Equity can be adjusted upward (if the 
net recognized asset is less than the pretax surplus) or downward. We do not split the debt adjustment between short 
and long term.

b) Cash flow
183. With PRB and deferred compensation plans, companies are effectively compensating their employees by issuing debt. 

Our cash flow view is that companies are constructively borrowing from the employees and paying the employees an 
amount equal to service costs. Additionally, because there is an interest element to the amount borrowed, our cash 
flow measures assume that imputed interest is paid as incurred. This approach takes a normalized view of cash flows: 
That is, regardless of when the pension plan is funded over the life of the plan, service costs and net interest costs are 
paid when incurred.

184. With that in mind, if a company is funding postretirement obligations at a level that is below its net expense (service 
cost and net interest cost), we interpret this as a form of borrowing that artificially bolsters reported CFO. Conversely, 
we try to identify catch-up contributions made to reduce unfunded obligations, which would artificially depress 
reported CFO. We view these contributions as akin to debt amortization, which represents a financing cash flow rather 
than an operating cash flow.

c) Income statement
185. For the purposes of arriving at income statement measures, we disaggregate the periodic benefit cost into its 

component parts, allocate those amounts to operating and financing components, and eliminate components we 
believe are not indicative of the current year's activity. The period's current service cost—reflecting the present value of 
future benefits employees earned for services rendered during the period-is the sole item we keep as part of operating 
expenses. We view the interest expense as a finance charge and reclassify it as such if reported differently, such as 
within operating expenses.

186. Under US. GAAP, the expected return on plan assets represents management's subjective, long-range expectation 
about the performance of the investment portfolio. This concept has been abandoned under IFRS, which under revised
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accounting standards, now calculates a net interest figure by multiplying the deficit (or surplus) on the PRB by the 

discount rate. For the purposes of global comparability, we make adjustments to the reported data of companies still 
incorporating an expected return element into their interest calculations, such as those reporting under US. GAAP, to 

mimic the IFRS method of calculating net interest. This measure of PRB interest, if a net expense, is added to reported 

interest. No adjustment is made if net interest is a net income item.

Adjustment procedures
187. Data requirements (for adjustments to income and cash flow items):

• Service cost;
• Interest cost;
• Expected return on pension plan assets, if applicable;
• Actuarial gains or losses (amortization or immediate recognition in earnings);
• Prior service costs (amount included in earnings);
• Other amounts included in earnings (such as special benefits, settlements, and curtailments of benefits);
• Total benefit costs; and
• The sum of employer contributions and direct payments to employees.

188. Data requirements (for adjustments to balance-sheet items):

• PRB-related assets on the balance sheet, including intangible assets, prepaid or noncurrent assets, or any other 
assets;

• Reported liabilities attributed to PRB, including current and noncurrent liabilities;
• Deferred tax assets related to PRB (or the tax rate applicable to related costs);
• Fair value of plan assets; and
• Total plan liabilities.

Note: Relevant pension and other PRB amounts are combined for all plans.

189. Calculations (income statement and cash flows):

• Operating income: Add to EBIT and EBITDA the total amount of PRB costs charged to operating income, less the 
current service cost.

• Interest: PRB interest is the net interest cost as reported by companies under IFRS, or as we estimate for companies 
reporting under US. GAAP and other companies using the expected-return approach. If PRB interest is a cost, we 
include it in adjusted interest expense (we do not reduce interest expense if PRB interest is an income item). This 
PRB interest is added to reported interest when the net benefit costs are included in operating income. If reported 
interest already includes an interest component for PRB we adjust it, if necessary, to ensure it reflects the amount of 
PRB interest.

• Tax expense: We add to, or subtract from, reported tax expenses any tax charge or benefit that results if a company 
makes additional contributions to postretirement plans or falls short of planned contributions for the current year.

• FFO: FFO equals EBITDA minus net interest expense, minus current tax, with our analytical adjustments applying 
to each of the three components. EBITDA is adjusted for PRB as described in the first bullet point of this paragraph, 
while the adjusted net interest expense includes the PRB net interest cost or credit. The current tax expense is 
adjusted to reflect any tax benefit or charge that the company has received through making excess or insufficient 
contributions. The net effect of this is that FFO is reduced by the sum of current service costs and net PRB interest, 
adjusting for tax effects.
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• CFO: The adjustment to CFO starts with a calculation of excess contributions or PRB borrowing: Total employer 
cash contributions (including direct payments to retirees), minus current service costs, minus PRB interest yields the 
excess contribution if positive, or PRB borrowing if negative. The excess contribution or PRB borrowing is reduced 
by taxes at the rate applicable to PRB costs (that is, the figure multiplied by 1 minus the tax rate) to create the 
adjustment amount to CFO. The excess contribution or PRB borrowing is added to, or subtracted from, CFO.

190. Calculations (balance sheet):

• Debt: The net balance sheet asset or liability position (funded status) is calculated as the balance-sheet PRB assets 
minus PRB liabilities. For the adjustment to debt, if the net pension and postretirement funded status is positive, 
debt is not adjusted. If the net pension and postretirement funded status is negative, this amount is reduced by the 
expected tax shield, that is, the amount is multiplied by 1 minus the tax rate. The resulting net amount is added to 
debt.

• In some jurisdictions, the tax benefit is realized in advance of funding the deficit or paying benefits, for example, 
when the liability is accrued for tax purposes. The expected tax shield used in our calculation only takes into 
account amounts that have not yet been received. The adjustment to equity also considers existing balance-sheet 
amounts.

• Equity: We add to, or subtract from, equity the tax-effected difference (that is, after multiplying that figure by 1 
minus the tax rate) between the deficit or surplus on the PRB plan and the reported net plan assets and liabilities.

13. Scope of consolidation
191. When analyzing the creditworthiness of a group, a first critical step is to determine the manner in which a company 

reports the results of its subsidiaries and affiliates (including their operations, cash flows, assets, and liabilities) in its 
financial statements. There are several accounting methods to reflect a company's relationship with another company: 
full consolidation, proportionate consolidation, equity-method consolidation, and deconsolidation (that is, accounted 
for as an investment).

192. Full consolidation of a subsidiary entails including 100% of each line item of its income, cash flows, assets, and 
liabilities in the group's financial statements. When a parent owns less than 100% of a subsidiary, the 
non-controlling-interest holder's share is shown on a separate line in the consolidated income statement and balance 
sheet.

193. Proportionate consolidation of an affiliate is when all line items of a parent's financial statements include its pro rata 
share of the affiliate's income, cash flows, assets, and liabilities. This method of consolidation is not common in 
accounting, but we use it from time to time if we believe that proportionate consolidation best reflects a company's 
business and financial ties with subsidiaries and affiliates.

194. The equity method of consolidation involves showing the parent's share of profits (or losses) on one line in the income 
statement, and the parent's investment (initial price paid plus the post-acquisition share of changes in the affiliate's net 
assets) on the balance sheet. Only cash dividends are reflected in the parent's cash flow statement.

195. Reporting as a nonconsolidated (or deconsolidated) investment means the parent company shows the value of the 
investment on its balance sheet, typically measured at cost or fair value. The parent does not include any of the 
income of that affiliate in its results, but reports cash dividends received in the cash flow statement.
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196. Although most often the scope of consolidation we employ when analyzing a company is the same as that in the 

company's financial statements, we may use any consolidation method that in our opinion best reflects a company's 

business and financial ties with its subsidiaries and affiliates. The analytical adjustments would therefore serve to 

convert the reported figures to those consistent with our chosen method.

197. No single factor determines our analytical view of a company’s relationship with a particular business venture. Rather, 
the decision will reflect an assessment of factors that, taken together, will lead to a particular characterization. These 
factors include:

• Strategic importance-integrated lines of business or critical supplier;
• Percentage of ownership (current and prospective);
• Management control;
• Shared name;
• Domicile in the same country;
• Common sources of capital and lending relationships;
• Financial capacity for providing support;
• Significance of the amount of investment;
• Investment relative to the amount of debt at the affiliate or project;
• Position of the other owners (whether strategic or financial investment) and their financial capacity;
• Management's stated stance toward the affiliate or project;
• Whether the creditors of the subsidiary or affiliate have recourse to the parent;
• Shared collective bargaining agreements;
• The bankruptcy-law regimes applicable to the parent and subsidiary;
• Track record of the parent company in similar circumstances; and
• The nature of potential risks.

Adjustment procedures
198. Because a company can use various consolidation methods, there is no standard adjustment procedure. We adjust the 

reported figures to reflect our quantitative view of the group.

14. Securitization and factoring
199. Securitization can be an important financing vehicle for many companies, potentially enhancing liquidity and enabling 

them to diversify their funding sources. An important factor is whether the assets and liabilities of a securitization are 

shown on a company's balance sheet, or deconsolidated and reported as an off-balance-sheet transaction.

200. We may reconsolidate a securitization that a company reports as off-balance-sheet financing. This is because 

securitizations do not ordinarily transform the risks or the underlying economic reality of the business activity, nor do 

they necessarily provide equity relief, which allows the company to retain less equity or incur more debt than would 
otherwise be the case, without affecting its credit quality.

201. If a securitization accomplishes true transfer of risk (contractual, legal, and reputation risk), as is the case with 

securitization of a tax asset, we regard the transaction as an asset sale and make no adjustments, subject to the 
considerations in paragraphs 202-206.

202. More commonly, a company retains risks related to the assets transferred under the securitization transaction. We
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regard such transactions as being akin to secured financing and bring them back onto the balance sheet if the company 
has treated them as off-balance-sheet items. The analysis also indicates whether the securitization creates a 
disadvantage for a company's unsecured creditors that would affect our rating on unsecured debt issues.

203. For example, in our analysis, we treat as on-balance-sheet items, securitization of assets (such as trade receivables) 
that are regenerated in the ordinary course of business and financed on an ongoing basis. This is because the assets 
and trading relationships these assets represent are an integral part of a company's operations. Even if a transaction 
legally transferred risks related to a pool of assets and the company has no obligation to support failing securitizations, 
this does not mean the company would receive equity relief or that we would not reconsolidate the securitization in 
our analysis. If a company has a recurring need to finance similar assets, we do not presume it will have permanent 
access to the securitization market. The company may have to meet future funding needs by other means, and 
therefore have the requisite equity (and the equivalent level of borrowings) to do so.

204. We treat factoring (or invoice discounting) of trade receivables in a similar way, by including the trade receivable asset 
and the associated funding liability in the company's balance sheet.

205. Other key considerations for the adjustment of securitizations include:

• The riskiness of the securitized assets. If, as is often the case, a company securitizes its highest-quality or most liquid 
and therefore low-risk assets, this would limit the extent of any meaningful equity relief, and may create 
subordination of unsecured creditors, which if significant enough could have an impact on our rating on unsecured 
debt.

• First-loss exposure. A company may retain liability for a defined portion of loss from a securitization (known as 
"first-loss exposure"), thereby providing structural credit protection for the securitized asset, which would lower 
funding costs. The first-loss layer may absorb much of the risk of the securitized asset, and the total gain or loss 
from the securitization will vary depending on the performance of the assets. Often, only the risk of loss that 
exceeds the first-loss exposure is transferred to third-party investors.

• Moral recourse. This refers to the likelihood that a company will support a securitization although not legally 
obliged to do so. Our assessment of moral recourse reflects our view of how a company could behave if losses on 
the securitization reached catastrophic levels. There is evidence to suggest that companies often tend to bail out 
troubled securitization transactions (for example, by repurchasing problematic assets or replacing them with other 
assets) to preserve access to this funding source and, more broadly, to preserve their good name in the capital 
markets. Moral recourse is magnified when securitizations make up a significant portion of a company's total 
financing, or when a company remains linked to the securitized assets through the use of a shared corporate name 
or by continuing in the role of servicer or operator. If we regard the likelihood of moral recourse as significant, we 
regard the securitized asset and liability as part of the company's balance sheet.

206. The adjustments to a company's financial statements also depend on the extent of risk transfer resulting from a 
securitization:

• If a company retains most of the risk, our cash flow/leverage ratio calculations include the securitized debt, 
regardless of whether the securitized debt was reported as on-balance-sheet debt or accounted for as an 
off-balance-sheet transaction.

• If the company retains none of the risk, the securitized assets are not regenerated in the ordinary course of business, 
and there are no contingent or indirect liabilities resulting from the transaction, we view the securitization as
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equivalent to an asset sale and exclude it from our analysis of the company. This means that if a company has 
consolidated such a transaction, we use adjustments to remove the securitization assets, debt, earnings, and cash 
flows from the reported consolidated results in our analysis. We also adjust shareholders' equity, including for the 
effect of deferred taxes and imputed (or assumed) interest.

207. Several factors limit our ability to make full adjustments for securitizations. When a company reports a securitization 

as an asset sale in its financial statements, this may create an upfront gain or loss on the sale. When we reconsolidate 

such a securitization, it is appropriate to reverse such gains because of the uncertainty about whether they will be 

realized and because they represent nonrecurring income. Likewise, we reverse any loss on the sale that reflects the 
discount on the sale, to prevent double counting the interest component of the transactions.

208. To calculate the imputed interest, we generally estimate an interest rate because of insufficient information. That rate 

approximates the interest rate on similar transactions.

209. It is impractical to fully recast the financial statements to consolidate off-balance-sheet securitizations because 

companies are not required to include pro forma schedules including the securitization transaction in their published 

accounts.

210. Under US. GAAP and IFRS, companies report cash inflows or outflows related to working-capital assets or liabilities, 
or finance receivables, as operating items on the statement of cash flows. Consequently, securitizations of assets such 

as receivables affect CFO, and the effect may be particularly significant in reporting periods when the securitizations 

are initiated or mature.

211. The reporting convention varies with the balance-sheet classification. If a company consolidates a securitization, the 

related borrowings are treated as a financing activity. If the securitization is off the balance sheet, the effect is akin to 

accelerated liquidation of the associated assets. There is no separate record of the incurrence of debt, either as an 
operating liability or a financing source of cash.

212. When our approach is to consolidate a securitization (or, in rare situations, to deconsolidate a securitization), we adjust 
the cash flow statement to smooth out the variations in CFO that can result from the treatment of a securitization as a 

sale, which can distort the pattern of recurring cash flow.

Adjustment procedures
213. Data requirements:

• The period-end amount and average outstanding amount of trade receivables sold or securitized that are not on the 
balance sheet and require adjustments according to our criteria.

214. Calculations:

• Debt and receivables: Add the amount of period-end trade receivables sold or securitized (that is, the uncollected 
receivables as of the balance-sheet date) to reported debt and receivables.

• Interest expense: Add to interest expense the amount of imputed interest, calculated using the average trade 
receivables sold over a two-year period (if the data are available) or the trade receivables sold as of the period-end 
date, at an appropriate benchmark interest rate.

• CFO: Deduct from CFO the proceeds from the securitization if the transaction results in large cash flow movements,
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such as on the creation of a securitization or subsequent changes in amounts securitized. Rolling over an existing 
securitization requires no cash flow adjustment.

15. Seller-provided financing
215. Companies acquiring other companies sometimes finance a portion of the purchase price (or consideration), via 

seller-provided financing and/or entering into contingent consideration arrangements (that is, "earn outs"). We often 
view these transactions as a form of financing and therefore We make analytical adjustments to reflect this view. The 
accounting approach under US. GAAP is materially consistent with that under IFRS.

216. The most straightforward form of seller-provided financing is a loan reported at amortized cost plus interest. We 
include the reported debt amount and interest expense in our respective measures to the extent that they are not 
already reported as such. No adjustment is necessary on the statement of cash flows, apart from any interest reported 
under IFRS outside of CFO.

217. The reporting of contingent consideration is more convoluted given the complexity and variability of the instruments. 
Contingent consideration can take many forms: It can be paid in cash or shares, it can be contingently payable by the 
acquirer or prepaid and contingently returnable to the acquirer, or it can be contingent upon the recipient's continued 
employment with the acquirer after the acquisition. The nature and terms of an arrangement dictate the accounting for 
the arrangement and our analytical treatment.

218. Contingent consideration payable in shares is generally reported within equity and is not remeasured in reporting 
periods subsequent to the transaction. We do not add to debt an amount for the anticipated settlement of these 
transactions because we consider them to be prospective equity issuance.

219. Contingent consideration that is prepaid and contingently returnable to the acquiring entity results in an asset on the 
acquirer's balance sheet that is marked to market in each accounting period until settled. We make no adjustments for 
these arrangements because they are effectively receivables with no potential future cash outlay. However, we would 
adjust CFO if the acquirer reported any returned consideration within CFO.

220. Contingent arrangements that require continued employment are technically not part of the consideration paid for the 
acquisition under US. GAAP and IFRS. Rather, such transactions represent remuneration for services after the 
acquisition. As such, the company does not record the transaction as a liability or expense until the services are 
performed. We also view such arrangements as payment for services and generally make no analytical adjustments. 
The recognized expense is a component of our EBITDA and FFO, and its ultimate payment should reduce CFO. 
Additionally, we do not adjust the reported debt figure unless the original term of the liability was greater than 12 
months.

221. Our primary focus is on contingent consideration that is payable in cash, or contracts to be settled in shares that do 
not qualify as equity. The most common example is a contract to be settled with a variable number of shares. 
Companies typically record such arrangements, initially, as a liability at fair value and subsequently mark them to 
market at the end of each accounting period via charges or credits to income until settled. We add to debt the reported 
value of the liability-classified contingent consideration on each reporting date, understanding that it is not at 
amortized cost.
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222. Consistent with our view of cash flows, described in the next paragraph, we exclude the charges or credits to income 

from our measurement of EBITDA and FFO, on the basis that this recognition of measurement uncertainty in the 

income statement is not a core operating cost, but an additional cost of the acquisition. We generally do not attempt to 

make adjustments to interest expense; such adjustments are usually impractical because interest on the contingent 
consideration is typically not disclosed.

223. When a company ultimately pays the contingent consideration to the seller, it may report the cash outflow in several 
ways in the statement of cash flows. We regard these outflows as investing cash flows because they represent cash 

paid for the purchase of a business. Any cash settlements reported in other ways (for example, as operating or 

financing cash flows) will be adjusted to reflect this view.

Adjustment procedures
224! Data requirements:

• The carrying value of seller-financed debt or liability-classified contingent consideration on the balance-sheet date.
• Charges or credits included in reported EBITDA.
• Cash paid for or received from the settlement of contingent consideration reported either in cash flows from 

operating activities or cash flows from financing activities.

225. Calculations:

• Debt: Add to debt, to the extent not already reported as such, the carrying amount of seller-financed debt at 
amortized cost, as well as any liability-classified contingent consideration reported at fair value.

• EBITDA: If charges or credits from the change in fair value of contingent consideration are included in reported 
EBITDA, add them back to or subtract them from EBITDA.

• CFO: If cash settlements are reported in CFO, remove the outflow because we consider it an investing activity 
(acquisition of businesses).

16. Share-based compensation expenses
226. Most major accounting regimes require companies to report the fair value of equity-based grants (such as stock 

options and restricted share awards) as an expense in the income statement. This amount is generally expensed over 

the benefiting period, that is, the period over which the company estimates the employee is providing services in 

exchange for the award.

227. Our cash-flow measures, such as CFO, are not affected by share-based grants payable in shares, given their inherent 
noncash nature. Additionally, we add back stock-based compensation that is payable in shares to EBITDA and FFO. 

Our key cash flow/leverage ratios--FFO to debt and debt to EBITDA-therefore exclude stock option expense related 
to arrangements payable in shares.

228. Certain other share-based arrangements, unlike options or restricted share awards, are payable solely in cash.

Examples are stock appreciation rights that are required to be settled in cash, which represent a future call on a 

company's cash flow. Because they are payable in cash, we do not add back the expense related to these arrangements 

to EBITDA and FFO. We treat obligations under these arrangements as debt.
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Adjustment procedures
229. Data requirements:

• Total share-based compensation expense reported in the period that is payable in shares.
• In jurisdictions that do not require the expensing of such compensation, an estimate of the expense.

230. Calculations:

• EBITDA: If a company has accounted for noncash stock compensation costs as an expense, we add that figure back 
to EBITDA.

• Operating income, before and after D&A, and EBIT: In jurisdictions that do not require companies to report 
share-based compensation as expenses, we estimate an expense amount and deduct it from these measures.

• Debt: Add to debt share-based arrangements payable solely in cash.

17. Surplus cash
231. We apply a standard method of calculating surplus cash, which is the amount of cash and liquid investments that is 

subtracted from gross debt to calculate debt.

232. Standard & Poor's payback ratios are intended to capture the degree to which a company has leveraged its risk assets. 
Highly liquid financial assets are often low risk. Moreover, we consider that, in addition to cash flow generation, 
surplus cash is available to repay debt, providing additional flexibility that enhances a company's credit quality. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to evaluate debt net of surplus cash.

233. Our standard methodology for calculating surplus cash allows the netting of available cash and liquid investments if in 
our judgment they are highly liquid, and if they are accessible; that is, the cash and liquid investments are truly surplus 
and therefore could be used to repay debt immediately.

234. We analyze the specifics of a company's cash holdings to evaluate how much of its cash is immediately accessible to 
reduce debt. To calculate how much cash can be netted off from debt, and unless we get enough information or 
identify analytical reasons supporting either a lower or higher haircut, we will deduct 25% from the available cash (A), 
identified as "cash and liquid investments" in "Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global 
Corporate Issuers,” published on Nov. 19, 2013, to reflect cash that is inaccessible. If we apply the default 25% haircut, 
adjusted cash (B) available for netting from gross debt would be A x 0.75 = B.

235. We identify cash that might be inaccessible due, among other reasons, to:

• Being held in a nonconvertible currency to the currency of a company's borrowings;
• Distribution restrictions (for example, covenants or cash held in escrow);
• Cash trapped at subsidiaries;
• Tax effects on the repatriation of cash;
• Period-end timing differences unrelated to working capital; or
• Being held in a country whose country risk we assess as high (country risk score of 5) or very high (country risk 

score of 6), and is in a different currency from the currency of the company's borrowings.

236. If available information indicates greater or lesser accessibility to cash and liquid investments, the haircut would be 
raised or lowered. For example, the haircut would increase if a company holds a large proportion of cash abroad in a
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nonconvertible currency, or if the marginal tax payable on repatriation would exceed 25%. On the other hand, the 

haircut percentage would be lowered if, for example, detailed analysis showed that the amount of cash and liquid 

investments accessible on short notice would be higher than our standard assumption, or if any tax payable on 

repatriation of the cash and liquid investments would be at a rate of less than 25% and we believed that no other 

factors make the cash and liquid investments inaccessible.

237. If we forecast that a company will generate negative cash flow available for debt repayment, our cash flow/leverage 

criteria places greater reliance on the current year and the first and second forecast years (see paragraph 117 in 

“Corporate Methodology," published on Nov. 19, 2013). Forecast negative cash flows could stem from operating 

activities as well as share buybacks, dividends, or acquisitions, if we forecast these uses of cash based on the 
company's track record.

238. We will generally not deduct surplus cash from debt if a company is (1) owned by a financial sponsor as defined in 

Section H.2 of "Corporate Methodology," published on Nov. 19, 2013, or (2) has a business risk profile assessment of 
"weak" or "vulnerable." However, we deduct surplus cash from debt even if a company meets either of these 

conditions, as long as:

• We believe that the company has surplus cash identified to retire maturing debt or other debt-like obligations; and
• We believe-typically from the company's track record, market conditions, or financial policy-that management will 

use the cash to pay off maturing debt or debt-like obligations.

18. Workers’ compensation and self-insurance
239. Workers' compensation schemes provide compensation for employees injured in the course of employment. Although 

schemes differ across jurisdictions, provisions may be made for payments to employees in lieu of wages,
. compensation for economic losses (past and future), reimbursement for, or payment of, medical and similar expenses, 
general damages, and benefits payable to the dependents of workers killed during employment.

240. Workers' compensation coverage may be provided through insurance companies, and therefore is not a financial 
concern for the company. But, in certain instances and/or industries, employers assume direct responsibility for 
payments such as medical treatment or lost wages.

241. In these cases, under US. GAAP or IFRS, the company reports incurred liabilities on the balance sheet as "other 

liabilities," using an actuarially determined present value of known and estimated claims. Accordingly, these 

obligations represent a call on future cash flow, distinguishing them from many other less-certain contingencies. They 

are analogous to postretirement obligations, which we also add to debt.

242. Treating the workers' compensation liability as debt affects many line items on the financial statements. Ideally, if 

there is sufficient information in the statements, we would make full adjustments, using the same approach as for 

postretirement employee benefits (see paragraphs 176-190). In practice, the data is not available, so we reclassify these 

obligations, adjusted for tax, as debt. We may also treat similar self-insurance-type liabilities as debt.

Adjustment procedures
243. Data requirements:

• Net amount reported as a liability for workers' compensation obligations and self-insurance claims.
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244. Calculations:

• Debt: Add to debt, the amount recognized for workers' compensation obligations (net of tax) and the net amount 
recognized for self-insurance claims (net of tax).

F. Index Of Key Ratios

245. Core debt-payback ratios:

• Funds from operations (FFO)/debt
• Debt/EBITDA

246. Supplemental debt-payback and debt-service ratios:

• Cash flow from operations (CFO)/debt
• Free operating cash flow (FOCF)/debt
• Discretionary cash flow (DCF)/debt
• (FFO + interest)/cash interest (FFO cash interest cover)
• EBITDA/interest

247. Profitability ratios:

• EBIT/revenues (EBIT margin)
• EBITDA/revenues (EBITDA margin)
• EBIT/average beginning-of-year and end-of-year capital (return on capital)

VI. GLOSSARY

248. Capital: Debt plus noncurrent deferred taxes plus equity (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

249. Capital expenditures: Funds spent to acquire or develop tangible and certain intangible assets (plus or minus all 
applicable adjustments).

250. Cash interest: For the purposes of calculating the FFO cash-interest-cover ratio, "cash interest" includes only cash 
interest payments on gross financial debt (including bank loans, debt capital market instruments, finance leases, and 
capitalized interest). Cash interest does not include any Standard & Poor's-adjusted interest on debt-like obligations, 
such as postretirement benefit obligations or operating leases.

251. CFO (cash flow from operations): CFO is also referred to as operating cash flow. This measure reflects cash flows from 
operating activities (as opposed to investing and financing activities), including all interest received and paid, dividends 
received, and taxes paid in the period (plus or minus all applicable adjustments). For companies that do not use US. 
GAAP, we reclassify as CFO any dividends received, or interest paid or received, that a company reports as investing 
or financing cash flows.

252. Current tax expense-.VAis is the amount of income taxes payable on taxable profit, or income tax recoverable from tax 
losses, in an accounting period (plus or minus all applicable adjustments). Current tax expense is to be distinguished 
from deferred tax expense.
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253. DCF (discretionary cash flow):YOCV minus cash dividends paid on common stock and preferred stock (plus or minus 
all applicable adjustments).

254. Debt: Gross financial debt (including items such as bank loans, debt capital market instruments, and finance leases) 
minus surplus cash (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

255. Dividends: Dividends paid to common and preferred shareholders and to minority interest shareholders of 
consolidated subsidiaries (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

256. EBIT: A traditional view of profit that factors in capital intensity, but also includes interest income, the company's 
share of equity earnings of associates and joint ventures, and other recurring, nonoperating items (plus or minus all 
applicable adjustments).

257. EBITDA: A company's revenue minus operating expenses, plus depreciation and amortization expenses, including 
impairments on noncurrent assets and impairment reversals (plus or minus all applicable adjustments). Dividends 
(cash) received from affiliates, associates, and joint ventures accounted for under the equity method are added, while 
the company’s share of profits and losses from these affiliates is excluded.

258. Equity: Common equity and equity hybrids and minority interests (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

259. FFO (funds from operations): EBITDA, minus net interest expense minus current tax expense (plus or minus all 
applicable adjustments).

260. FOCF (free operating cash flow): CTO minus capital expenditures (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

261. Interest: This is the reported interest expense figure, including noncash interest on conventional debt instruments 
(such as payment-in-kind, zero-coupon, and inflation-linked debt), minus any interest income derived from assets 
structurally linked to a debt instrument (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

262. Net interest expense: This is the reported interest expense figure, including noncash interest on conventional debt 
instruments (such as payment-in-kind, zero-coupon, and inflation-linked debt), minus the sum of interest income and 
dividend income (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

263. Revenues: Total sales and other revenues we consider to be operating (plus or minus all applicable adjustments).

VII. APPENDIX

264. This criteria article supersedes:

• "2008 Corporate Criteria: Ratios And Adjustments," published on April 15, 2008;
• "Methodology And Assumptions: Standard & Poor's Revises Key Ratios Used in Global Corporate Ratings Analysis," 

published on Dec. 28, 2011;
• "Recognizing The Settlement Obligation For Foreign-Currency Hedges Of Debt Principal," published on April 15, 

2010;

• "Methodology And Assumptions: Recognizing The Sustainable Cash Cost Of Inflation-Linked Debt For Corporates," 
published on Feb. 10, 2009;

• "Calculating Adjusted Debt And Interest For Corporate Issuers," published on June 2, 2008;
• "Standard & Poor's Approach To Analyzing Employers' Participation In US. Multi-Employer Pension Plans," 

published on May 30, 2006;
• "Analytical Approach To Postretirement Liabilities of Japanese Companies," published on March 31, 2003; and
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• "Camouflaged Share Repurchases: The Rating Implications Of Total-Return Swaps And Similar Equity Derivatives," 
published on Dec. 7, 2000.

265. This criteria article partly supersedes the section Accounting And Financial Reporting in "2008 Corporate Criteria: 
Analytical Methodology," published on April 15, 2008.

Frequently Asked Questions
A. Surplus cash
Is the 25% deduction from cash and liquid investments, as described in paragraph 234, the standard 
amount Standard & Poor’s uses to arrive at surplus cash and calculate adjusted debt?
No. The 25% deduction from cash and liquid investments should only be used if we do not have information that 
would enable the calculation of a more precise amount. If available information indicates greater-or 
lesser-accessibility to cash and liquid investments than what is assumed by the 25% deduction, we'd lower or raise the 
amount of the deduction. The deduction should only represent cash at the balance sheet date that is inaccessible to 
pay interest or repay debt in case of need. Often, we would expect the deduction to be less than 25%.

Can it be appropriate to have a different deduction from cash and liquid investments in arriving at 
surplus cash each year?
Yes, a different deduction from cash and liquid investments each year is often appropriate. We deduct from cash and 
liquid investments the amount of cash and liquid investments we believe is, or will be, inaccessible. That amount may 
not remain constant so a different percentage in each year can better reflect reality.

When developing the deduction from cash and liquid investments to arrive at surplus cash, do you 
exclude a minimum amount of cash necessary to run the business from the deduction? Could such a 
minimum amount of cash qualify as "cash trapped at subsidiaries," as noted in paragraph 235?
Generally no. When calculating surplus cash, cash and liquid investments should not be reduced by the amount of 
expected working capital investment needs. This is because this would disadvantage companies that fund working 
capital from cash rather than by drawing down on bank lines. In addition, as working capital investment should be 
"self-extinguishing" or "self-liquidating"-as stock and debt (i.e. inventory and receivables) are converted into cash-it is 
not appropriate to increase debt for working capital investment needs by reducing cash and liquid investments in the 
calculation of surplus cash. However, to the extent that we believe that some of the company's working capital 
investment won't be "self-extinguishing"-due to factors such as stock write-offs, stock discounting, or bad debts-this 
would be captured in weaker profits in the base-case forecast, which would reduce cash flows and future cash 
balances. In addition, such working capital investment needs would not qualify as "cash trapped at subsidiaries." An 
exception to this approach could be where a company has indicated to us an operational cash requirement such that 
'cash in the tills’ is not practically accessible because it is needed to operate their business (examples include a 
supermarket who needs cash in tills, or a casino who needs to retain cash in cages). In such cases, we treat this cash 
need as part of the 'cash trapped at subsidiaries' condition (see paragraph 235).

Do you consider future events (e.g., large expected cash outflows related to capital expenditures, 
acquisitions, share buybacks and dividends, or lower forecasted earnings) in developing the haircut 
to gross cash and liquid investments in a particular period?
No. The haircut to gross cash and liquid investments is only for matters of inaccessibility, not future events or needs.
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The expected cash outflow or reduced earnings should be included in the base-case forecasts. This will reduce forecast 
cash flows and period-end cash balances.

Should the haircut applied to liquid investments consider the taxes that would be incurred upon the 
sale of liquid investments?
Yes. The same principle we apply when tax-effecting cash held overseas should apply here. If the issuer needs to sell 

liquid investments to generate cash to pay interest or repay debt, the cash that would be received and would be 

available to pay interest and repay debt would be the net amount of cash after any taxes payable:

Paragraph 235 states that "We identify cash that might be inaccessible due, among other reasons, 
to...distribution restrictions (for example, covenants or cash held in escrow...)". Are there cases 
where Standard & Poor’s could net off cash that is subject to distribution restrictions from gross debt 
to calculate debt? If so, do the qualitative preclusions to deducting surplus cash noted in paragraph 
238 apply?
Yes, there can be situations where we net off cash that is subject to distribution restrictions from gross debt as part of 
the surplus cash adjustment--if the cash is restricted for the benefit of creditors with obligations that we include in debt. 
In these cases, the qualitative restrictions on giving surplus cash credit do not apply, just as they do not apply to 

netting off other committed assets such as pension assets. For example, if the purpose of the cash distribution 

restriction is to retain the cash for the benefit of counterparties to debt or debt-like obligations that are otherwise 

included in our adjusted debt metric, such restricted cash could be netted off gross debt. For example, cash held in 

escrow for the benefit of debtholders would be fully netted off from debt if the debt is included in Standard & Poor's 

debt calculation. Additionally, if the exclusion of restricted cash from cash and liquid investments in the calculation of 
surplus cash would run counter to one of our other analytical adjustments, the restricted cash could be netted off gross 

debt. An example of this is a cash-collateralized letter of credit facility whereby an issuer overfunds a term loan and 

places the excess funds in escrow as a back stop for letters of credit or performance guarantees. As long as we believe 

that the company will not have to make payments under the guarantee, such cash would be eligible for netting against 
gross debt. This is because, as paragraphs 99 and 100 state, "We do not regard performance guarantees as debt if a 

company is likely to maintain sufficient work or product quality to avoid making large payments under those 

guarantees. A company's past record of payments under performance guarantees could indicate the likelihood of 
future payments under such guarantees. Only if this payment history suggests a high likelihood of future payments 

would we estimate a potential liability and add that amount to debt."

If an issuer that Standard & Poor’s classifies as volatile or highly volatile under the cash 
flow/leverage criteria has a large amount of surplus cash on hand during a favorable part of the 
industry cycle, but based on historical evidence you expect it will use most of that cash to meet 
operating needs during periods of stress, do you take this into account in the surplus cash analysis?
No. When calculating surplus cash, we would only haircut cash and liquid investments by the amount of any of the 

cash and liquid investments that are inaccessible. Any expected future uses of cash can be captured in the base-case 

forecast. If an issuer is assessed under the cash flow/leverage criteria to be volatile or highly volatile, then the cash 

flow/leverage assessment could be modified by one or two categories weaker (as per paragraph 124, section 5, of 
"Corporate Methodology," published Nov. 19, 2013).
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B. Non-operating activities and non-recurring charges
What types of events constitute "transformative events" for the purpose of adjusting for 
non-recurring items? Is this the same threshold used in the cash/flow leverage criteria, and if so why 
is there a need to adjust if the weighted average is going to exclude history?
A transformative event is any event that could cause a material change in a company's financial profile. Examples of 
such changes are the divestment of part of the business or a fundamental change in operating strategy. The idea of a 
transformative event in these criteria is a similar concept to that contained in paragraph 112 of "Corporate 
Methodology." When transformative events have occurred and there is sufficient disclosure such that pro forma 
historical financials are representative of the ongoing entity, historical periods can be used in the cash flow leverage 
weighted average. Conversely, if the transformative event so alters the business or contorts the historical 
financials-such that analytical adjustments to historical financials cannot be reasonably employed to in effect pro 
forma the historical results to be representative of the ongoing entity—then adjustments will not be attempted. Instead, 
our cash flow leverage analysis will rely on the forecasted periods as described in paragraph 112 of "Corporate 
Methodology."

Do you adjust for certain accounting anomalies on a regular basis? Do these distortions for 
"measurement effects" or "accounting distortions," which can lead to misleading figures in the annual 
financial statements, qualify for adjustment under the non-recurring criteria despite not meeting the 
"transformative" threshold?
While such distortions are not transformative events per se, we do make adjustments for accounting distortions in 
certain circumstances for a similar reason: that is to arrive at more meaningful ratios (see paragraphs 140-167). The 
"nonoperating activities and nonrecurring items" section of the ratio and adjustments criteria gives examples of 
measurement effects and accounting distortions that we exclude from our financial measures, such as goodwill 
impairments or unrealized mark-to-market gains or losses on derivatives where a company has not achieved the 
requirements of technical hedge accounting, even though an effective economic hedge may exist. Other examples of 
measurement effects and accounting distortions that we exclude from our financial measures include:

• A change in the measurement of a material litigation provision that leads to very significant gains or losses in the 
year; and

• Fair valuation gains or losses on investment properties under IFRS.

C. Adjusted debt principle
The adjusted debt principle mentions that "to the extent that a company defers payment beyond the 
term customary for its supply chain, we may add that amount to debt." Under what circumstances 
would you apply this and how would it be calculated? And how does Standard & Poor's treat reverse 
factoring arrangements?
If we believe that an issuer's trade payable days are well beyond the range of what would be deemed normal trade 
terms for the industry, and the improvement to cash flow/leverage measures that results from the stretch in trade 
payables is deemed to be material, then we'd make an adjustment. In the case of reverse factoring-which we define as 
financing initiated by a company in order to help its suppliers finance their receivables-we may make a debt 
adjustment for the customer, if we believe that the trade payable days are well beyond the range of what would be 
deemed normal trade terms for the industry (see above). However, we would not make an adjustment to debt for the 
supplier if the supplier has no contractual commitment to meet the customer's obligations and we are confident there 
is no moral recourse or reputational risk to the supplier as part of the reverse factoring program.
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Do structured settlements (e.g., tax settlements and tobacco settlements) qualify as debt under the 
adjusted debt principle?
Yes. The adjusted debt principle says that we add to debt "incurred liabilities that provide no future offsetting operating 
benefit." Structured settlements of dispute, whether with commercial or governmental entities, fit this principle and are 
added to debt (on a discounted basis if feasible).

Under the adjusted debt principle, do you treat a redeemable minority interest as debt?
Yes, but only when the redemption is outside of the control of the issuer (i.e., the minority interest holder has a put 
option on the subsidiary's shares as opposed to the issuer having a call option to repurchase the shares) and we fully 
consolidate the subsidiary in our analysis. The liability would be added to our adjusted debt figure based on the 
adjusted debt principle (see paragraph 21) since the subsidiary is fully consolidated into the parent’s accounts and, 
therefore, the benefits of ownership are accruing to the issuer.

D. Litigation
How does Standard & Poor's capture the risk associated with a large legal settlement, if not 
quantitatively captured as part of an adjustment to debt?
As stated in paragraphs 191 and 192 of "Corporate Methodology," we consider as part of our Comparable Ratings 
Analysis factors that may not be already or fully captured elsewhere in our analysis, such as this type of risk. Such 
factors will generally reflect less frequently observed credit characteristics, may be unique, or may reflect 
unpredictability or uncertain risk attributes, both positive and negative. In particular, we could assign a negative 
assessment for Comparable Ratings Analysis, depending on how well (or not) a company identifies, manages, and 
reserves for contingent risk exposures that can arise if guarantees are called, derivative contract break clauses are 
activated, or substantial lawsuits are lost.
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Related Criteria And Research

• Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
• Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers, Nov. 19, 2013
• Methodology And Assumptions: Assigning Equity Content To Corporate Entity And North American Insurance 

Holding Company Hybrid Capital Instruments, April 1, 2013
• Criteria Clarification On Hybrid Capital Step-Ups, Call Options, And Replacement Provisions, Oct. 22, 2012
• Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011
• Methodology: Hybrid Capital Issue Features: Update On Dividend Stoppers, Look-Backs, And Pushers, Feb. 10,

2010
• Hybrid Capital Handbook: September 2008 Edition, Sept. 15, 2008

These criteria represent the specific application of fundamental principles that define credit risk and ratings opinions. 
Their use is determined by issuer- or issue-specific attributes as well as Standard & Poor's Ratings Services’ assessment 
of the credit and, if applicable, structural risks for a given issuer or issue rating. Methodology and assumptions may 
change from time to time as a result of market and economic conditions, issuer- or issue-specific factors, or new 
empirical evidence that would affect our credit judgment.
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